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- 1800

Pine Knot; a Story of Kentucky Life - William
Eleazar Barton 1900

A Pocket Full of Sunshine - Deni Fearman
2015-08-07
A Pocket Full of Sunshine gives us a glimpse of
one bright soul who becomes stranded on the
brink of desolation and provides us with the road
map that she used to come back and live a
renewed life galvanized in the transcendent light
of her own sacred heart. Told in a voice that is
uniquely her own yet quite openly human, you
will find it easy to empathize with her journey of
self-exploration and rediscovery. In life we all
experience moments of despair. This book is
brimming with inspiration that will surely touch
your heart in times of darkness and also in
peace. Filled with powerfully healing words and
simple wisdom, you are holding the keys to
reinvent your life right here, right now. "Each of
us is on a sacred journey of enlightenment. Deni
bravely and eloquently shares hers along with
inspiration, guidance, and support to light our
paths. It's especially illuminating for the darker
stretches." - Leslie H. Garrison, author of The
Road Home
The Angel in My Pocket - Sukey Forbes
2015-05-19
A woman born to privilege as part of a wellknown New England family discusses how she
learned to live again after losing her young
daughter to a rare genetic disease and found
ways to reconnect with her in the afterlife
through clairvoyants.

One Season of Sunshine - Julia London
2010-06-29
While on the search for her birth mother, a
young woman falls in love with a widower only
to discover that his late wife may have been the
key to finding out about her own mysterious
past. Determined to discover the truth of her
identity, elementary school teacher Jane Aaron
heads to Cedar Springs, Texas, to find her birth
mother. While staying in the small town, she’s
hired by Asher Price, a wealthy advertising
executive whose wife was killed in a car accident
two years ago, to look after his thirteen-year-old
daughter, Riley, and five-year-old son, Levi.
Around town, Jane learns that Asher’s late wife
may not have been the perfect mother teenaged
Riley makes her out to be. As the months pass,
Jane finds herself growing fiercely attached to
the children and soon, she and Asher begin to
fall in love, as well. Though he refuses to speak
about his late wife, rumors and whispers around
town causes Jane to suspect that her birth
mother may have been involved in the same car
accident that claimed Asher’s wife. As Jane’s
investigation takes her down winding and
complicated paths, her relationship with Asher
becomes strained. Will the truth bring the pair
closer together or drive them apart forever?
With New York Times bestselling author Julia
London’s signature “nuanced characters, subtle
wit, and elegantly sexy style” (Booklist), this
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compelling story of family and romantic love
“will steal your heart” (The Atlanta JournalConstitution).
Pocket-book of medical practice - Charles
Garchell 1905
Pocket-book of medical practice including
diseases of the kidneys, skin, nerves, eye, ear,
nose and throat, and obstetrics, gynecology,
surgery - 1922
Live Your Bucket List - JULIA. GOODFELLOWSMITH 2022-11-21
The authors guide to turn dreaming into
achieving
A Pebble for Your Pocket - Thich Nhat Hanh
2006-04-09
Drawn from Thich Nhat Hanh’s Dharma talks
given to young people, A Pebble for Your Pocket
presents the basic teachings of the Buddha in
accessible and modern language. Combining the
stories and mediation practices from the
previous edition of A Pebble for your Pocket with
those collected in Under the Rose Apple Tree
plus several new stories, this completely revised
edition is written in a conversational style, and is
comprised of Buddhist parables, and stories
from the author's own childhood experiences.
They elucidate principles of Buddhism and
mindfulness practice, and give the young reader
and their parents concrete advise on handling
difficult emotions such as anger, from which the
title - a pebble for your pocket - is taken. Written
in a highly accessible style that doesn’t rely on
lot of jargon or difficult vocabulary requiring
breaks for explanation, Thich Nhat Hanh
emphasizes the importance of the present
moment through vivid metaphors, original
allegories, and colorful stories. Young readers
will learn about handling anger, living in the
present moment, and "interbeing" — the
interconnectedness of all things. Thich Nhat
Hanh offers various practices that children can
do on their own or with others that will help
them to transform anger and unhappiness and
reconnect to the wonders of nature and the joy
of living in the present moment. This revised
edition contains teachings and stories that the
whole family can enjoy, as well as practices such
as transforming anger in the family, instructions
on how to invite the bell, breathing and sitting
a-bucket-of-sunshine-life-on-a-cold-war-canberra-squadron

meditation, touching the Buddha inside, and
others. This revised edition of A Pebble for your
Pocket remains a unique and classic title in a
market with few other substantial offering on
this topic. It’s teachings on spirituality and
awareness are thought provoking on a child's
level. This significantly expanded version
includes all stories and practices previously
published in Under the Rose Apple Tree plus 3
never before published stories. With 10 b/w
illustrations by Philippe Ames and Nguyen Thi
Hop. Ages 6–13. (Second graders and up)
Sunshine after Rain - J. R. Lucy 2013-08
It is possible to completely reinvent your life
after leaving an unhappy relationship. It takes
time and persistence, but it can be done. Be
prepared to lose friends and family along the
way to this new "you," but you will emerge as a
stronger, more resourceful and resilient person.
This new life can be wonderful. I know because I
did it at sixty years of age. I am truly happy for
the first time in three decades.
Pocket Peace - Allan Lokos 2010-02-18
An elegantly packaged "pocket-size" guide to
weathering life's storms "As founder and
guilding teacher of the Community Meditation
Center in New York, Allan Lokos has an arsenal
of tools for coping with stressful situations."
—Rachel Lee Harris, New York Times We live in
a turbulent world in which we are often forced
to respond on a dime to challenging or even lifealtering situations. To react wisely in difficult
moments one needs to be quick on one's feet,
but also quick of mind. In Pocket Peace,
interfaith minister and Buddhist practitioner
Reverend Allan Lokos provides readers with
concise yet incisive daily "pocket practices" that
will enable them to act in accordance with their
truest and best selves. If you want to run a
marathon, you must train slowly and
purposefully for months. Likewise, if you want to
be your best self and learn to confront whatever
comes your way with kindness, compassion, and
generosity, you need to . . . practice. This
elegantly packaged little book is full of wisdom
and teachings the reader can literally pull from
their pocket each day. A small yet powerful
spiritual companion that intertwines personal
anecdotes and age-old wisdom with practical
guidance, Pocket Peace sets readers on the path
to inner peace and lasting happiness.
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The Railroad Trainman - 1899
Rae of Sunshine - Micalea Smeltzer 2014-11-23
What I remember the most about that day was
that it was completely ordinary. Then with one
stupid decision everything fell apart and nothing
was ever the same. Rae Wilder wants nothing
but a do over-but life doesn't work that way.
She's stuck living out the consequences of her
actions. At times the burden feels unbearable.
College is supposed to be her second chance.
New place. New people. New life. No one to
know what she did. Despite that, she has still
vowed to avoid everyone and everything at all
costs. Unfortunately for her, an accidental run-in
with the campus heartthrob, Cade Montgomery,
derails that plan. He's determined to thaw the
ice around her heart and expose the girl she
used to be. He wants to show her that life is
worth living for and that she really is a Rae of
Sunshine.
Ways to Make Sunshine - Renée Watson
2020-04-28
From Newbery Honor and Coretta Scott King
Author Award winner Renée Watson comes the
first book in a young middle grade series about
Ryan Hart, a girl who is pure spirit, kindness,
and sunshine. Ryan Hart has a lot on her mind-school, self-image, and especially family. Her
dad finally has a new job, but money is tight.
That means some changes, like selling their
second car and moving into a new (old) house.
But Ryan is a girl who knows how to make
sunshine out of setbacks. As her brother says
when he raps about her, she's got the talent that
matters most: it's a talent that can't be seen,
she's nice, not mean! Ryan is all about trying to
see the best in people, to be a good daughter, a
good sister, a good friend. But even if her life
isn't everything she would wish for, when her
big brother is infuriating, her parents don't quite
understand, and the unexpected happens, she
always finds a way forward, with grace and wit.
And plenty of sunshine. Acclaimed author Renée
Watson writes her own version of Ramona
Quimby, one starring a Black girl and her family,
in this start to a charming new series.
South of Sunshine - Dana Elmendorf 2017-04-01
Kaycee Jean McCoy has lived her entire life in
Sunshine, Tennessee. Sweet tea flows through
her veins and "yes ma'am" is ingrained in her
a-bucket-of-sunshine-life-on-a-cold-war-canberra-squadron

DNA. In Sunshine, going to church is basically
mandatory, and gay had better be your mood
and not your sexual orientation. Kaycee may not
agree with the town's socially accepted bigotry,
but she'd rather fit in—even if it means letting
gross Dave Bradford kiss her on occasion—than
make waves. That is, until the beautiful, sexy,
impossibly cool Bren Dawson moves into town.
Kaycee is swept up in a whirlwind of exciting
new emotions and lets her guard down. One
night under a fat country moon, Kaycee's best
friend catches them kissing, and Kaycee's whole
world goes to hell in a handbasket. What is she
willing to risk for the sake of love? And what will
she risk for acceptance?
folded map in back pocket (v.1) - Baroness
Constance Flower Battersea 1870
Follow Me Through - Mike Brooke 2014-02-01
Following his success as a Cold War Canberra
pilot, Mike Brooke was dispatched to become a
flying instructor at the Central Flying School in
the 1970s. "Follow him through," he would
instruct his trainees, as he experienced the quite
literal ups and downs of teaching the Glasgow
and Strathclyde Air Squadron. Learn how he
battled the diminutive de Havilland Chipmunk in
order to teach others how to fly the aircraft,
then finally moved to instructing on the
Canberra in its many marks. Here Mike takes
the reader on a quite often bumpy journey as an
instructor of pilots old and new. There are tales
of flying, near accidents, and less serious
incidents that flying these old but still
demanding aircraft bring. Following on from his
debut book, A Bucket of Sunshine, he continues
to use his personal experience to bring aviation
to life and prove indispensable for any aviation
enthusiast.
Halle and Tiger with their Bucketfilling Family Peggy Johncox 2018-11-01
Halle has her job cut out for her; she has to
teach the new cat, Tiger, about bucket filling.
But Tiger keeps making mistakes—sleeping in
Halle's bed, jumping up on the counter, and
taking something that doesn't belong to him.
With the help and understanding of the whole
family, will Halle be able to teach Tiger about
bucket filling? Filled with delightful illustrations
along with bucket filling and bucket dipping
facts, Halle and Tiger with their Bucketfilling
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Family will make an excellent addition to any
library. Winner of Nine Awards! For more
information on bucket filling, visit:
www.bucketfillers101.com
The Imperial pocket reader, ed. by H.A. Viles Imperial pocket reader 1878
The Quaver; or, Songster's pocket companion Quaver 1844
The Pocket Dietitian - J. H. Tilden 1993-06
1924 5th ed. How to combine food for correct
eating. Special menus for summer & winter. Self
help for the sick & those with cranky stomachs.
for healthy people who feel the need of a better
self protection against the common and
inexcusable haphazard.
The Hard Truth About Sunshine - Sawyer
Bennett 2017-03-28
***** 2017 Kindle Book Awards WINNER Literary Fiction ***** New York Times
bestselling author Sawyer Bennett has written
her most gripping and poignant tale yet.
Provocatively heart-breaking, audaciously
irreverent and romantically fulfilling, The Hard
Truth About Sunshine exposes just how very thin
the line is between a full life and an empty
existence. Despite having narrowly escaped
death's clutches, Christopher Barlow is grateful
for nothing. His capacity to love has been
crushed. He hates everyone and everything,
completely unable to see past the gray stain of
misery that coats his perception of the world. It's
only after he involuntarily joins a band of
depressed misfits who are struggling to
overcome their own problems, does Christopher
start to re-evaluate his lot in life. What could
they possibly learn from one another? How could
they possibly help each other to heal? And the
question that Christopher asks himself over and
over again... can he learn to love again? He's
about to find out as he embarks upon a cross
country trip with a beautiful woman who is going
blind, a boy with terminal cancer, and an abuse
victim who can't decide whether she wants to
live or die. Four people with nothing in common
but their destination. They will encounter
adventure, thrills, loss and love. And within their
travels they will learn the greatest lesson of all.
The hard truth about sunshine... Warning: This
book deals with some tough issues including
a-bucket-of-sunshine-life-on-a-cold-war-canberra-squadron

suicide and sexual abuse.
DARKER Than NIGHT and Drawn Together Nia Jordan Green 2017-11-05
The Pocket Magazine - 1828
Beauties of the British Poets, Or, A Pocket
Dictionary - 1827
Hurry Down Sunshine - Michael Greenberg
2009
In an unsentimental and provocative account,
the author details his young daughter's sudden
onset of mental illness and her long and difficult
journey back to life.
Make Your Own Bucket List - Andrew Gall
2012-10-18
Your personalized list of things to do before it's
too late Sure, some people dream of seeing the
pyramids, owning a Ferrari, and swimming with
sharks, but that doesn't mean that you do. Make
Your Own Bucket List isn't just someone else's
list of exciting activities, interesting people, and
wonders of the world. With this book, you will
follow your wildest passions, explore
unforgettable destinations, and go on adventures
you've never imagined - all on your own terms.
By answering the 200 entertaining prompts, you
will come up with personalized options for where
to visit, what to do, who to see, and, most
important, what risky stunts to pull before you
bite the big one. When you die might not be left
up to you, but with Make Your Own Bucket List,
what you do beforehand will be.
Gone to Sea in a Bucket - David Black
2015-11-01
Like all young men of a certain age, Harry
Gilmour had his own notion of how a naval battle
should be. This wasn't it. Norway, 1940: Sub
Lieutenant Harry Gilmour's first encounter with
battleship action is not the adventure he had
hoped for. Faced with a thankless task and ill
equipped to handle it, Gilmour's inexperience
leads to a damning allegation. His future hangs
in the balance. But then Lieutenant Peter
Dumaresq steps in to offer him a lifeline--an
advanced navigation course that will take him
aboard a crack submarine, HMS Pelorus, under
the command of a Royal Navy hero. Faced with a
possible court martial, Harry chooses life
underwater. Once aboard, however, Harry is
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confronted for the first time by the full horror of
submarine warfare. If he can just overcome his
fears, it will be the making of him. Because
survival itself is the challenge now. For Harry
and the rest of the crew, the next depth charge
could be the one that sinks them.
The Ladies' pocket magazine - 1828
Sunshine In Your Pocket - Denise Redford
2020-04-01
Sunshine In Your Pocket is an uplifting
collection of light-hearted poetry that will bring
a smile to your face. Perfect for reading to the
family or alone, Denise Redford's second poetry
anthology is filled with positive affirmations for
difficult times. We would like to thank Equity the UK trade union for creative practitioners - in
their support for this publication. 100% of the
proceeds of this book will go towards Equity's
Benevolent Fund to provide grants for those who
need it most. Due to Coronavirus (COVID - 19)
thousands of entertainment workers have lost
their jobs and are in dire financial need as bills
are beginning to mount up. Despite the public
perception, the vast majority of performers,
stage managers and creative practitioners
working in the entertainment industry earn
modest sums and this sudden loss of income is
devastating. “When days become so busy As
along life’s road we tread We all need a friend
like nothingness To have peace inside our head.”
The Encyclopaedia of Death and Life in the
Spirit-world - John Reynolds Francis 1906
Pocket-book of Medical Practice - Charles
Gatchell 1901
A Bucket of Sunshine - Wing Commander
Mike Brooke AFC RAF 2012-05-01
A Bucket of Sunshine – a term coined by RAF
aircrew for the nuclear bomb that their aircraft
would be armed with - is a first-hand insight into
life in the mid-1960s on a RAF Canberra nucleararmed squadron in West Germany, on the
frontline in the Cold War. The English-Electric
Canberra was a first-generation jet-powered
light bomber manufactured in large numbers in
the 1950s. The Canberra B(I)8, low-level
interdictor version was used by RAF Germany
squadrons at the height of the Cold War. Mike
Brooke describes not only the technical aspect of
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the aircraft and its nuclear and conventional
roles and weapons, but also the low-level flying
that went with the job of being ready to go to
war at less than three minutes’ notice. Brooke
tells his story warts and all, with many amusing
overtones, in what was an extremely serious
business when the world was standing on the
brink of nuclear conflict.
Inside My Mind - Ron Hester 2012-03-22
Too many of us take too much for granted. For
example, if we saw an old lady crossing the
street, many of us would look at her and say,
“Well, that’s just an old lady,” or wouldn’t think
anything of her at all. We don’t stop to realize
that the little old lady is someone’s mother, that
she belongs to someone’s family, and that she
means a lot to somebody. We take too much for
granted. We let the little things that mean so
much go by every day, and once they are gone,
time never gives them back. Concentrate on
these things, because they can bring so much to
your life. Take the time to thank your heavenly
Father, make family time, husband time, wife
time, children time, listening time, talking time,
caring time, sharing time, crying time, peaceful
time, special time, and last but not least, giving
time.
Right Living - Susan Helen Wixon 1894
The Angel in My Pocket - Sukey Forbes
2014-07-03
A grieving mother draws on her storied heritage
to find her daughter in the afterlife When Sukey
Forbes lost her six-year-old daughter, Charlotte,
to a rare genetic disorder, her life felt as if it
were shattered forever. Descended from two
distinguished New England families, Forbes was
raised in a rarefied—if eccentric—life of
privilege. Yet, Forbes’s family history is also rich
with spiritual seekers, including her great-greatgreat-grandfather Ralph Waldo Emerson. On the
family’s private island enclave off Cape Cod,
apparitions have always been as common as the
servants who once walked the back halls. But
the “afterlife” took on new meaning once Forbes
dipped into the world of clairvoyants to
reconnect with Charlotte. With a mission to help
others by sharing her own story, Forbes
chronicles a world of ghosts that reawakens us
to a lost American spiritual tradition. The Angel
in My Pocket is a moving and utterly unique tale
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of one mother’s undying love for her child.
The Pocket-Size God - Robert F. Griffin C.S.C.
2016-03-15
Fr. Robert Griffin, C.S.C. (1925–1999), was a
beloved member of the Notre Dame community.
With his cocker spaniel, Darby O’Gill, he was
instantly recognizable on campus. He was well
known for his priestly work counseling students
as university chaplain for thirty years, his
summer ministry to the homeless and
parishioners in New York City, and his weekly
columns in the student newspaper, The
Observer, in which he invited the campus
community to reflect with him on the challenges
and joys of being Catholic in a time of enormous
social and religious change. This collection
draws together essays that Griffin wrote for
Notre Dame Magazine between 1972 and 1994.
In them, he considers many of the challenges
that beset church and campus, such as the
laicization of priests, premarital sex, the erosion
of institutional authority, intolerance toward gay
people, and failure of fidelity to the teachings of
the church. Griffin also ruminates on the distress
that human beings experience in the
ordinariness of their lives—the difficulty of
communication in families, grief over the loss of
family and friends, the agonies of isolation, and
the need for forgiveness. Griffin’s shrewd
insights still ring true for people today. His
efforts to temper the winds of institutional rules,
cultural change, and personal suffering reveal a
mind keenly attuned to the need for
understanding human limitations and to the
presence of grace in times of change. Griffin
quotes from the works of literary modernists,
such as Fitzgerald and Hemingway, whose
novels and short stories he loved; in these
allusions and in his own reflections and
experiences, Griffin bridges the spiritual and the
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secular and offers hope for reconciliation and
comfort.
The Remarkable Life of William Beebe Carol Grant Gould 2012-09-26
When William Beebe needed to know what was
going on in the depths of the ocean, he had
himself lowered a half-mile down in a four-foot
steel sphere to see-five times deeper than
anyone had ever gone in the 1930s. When he
wanted to trace the evolution of pheasants in
1910, he trekked on foot through the mountains
and jungles of the Far East to locate every
species. To decipher the complex ecology of the
tropics, he studied the interactions of every
creature and plant in a small area from the top
down, setting the emerging field of tropical
ecology into dynamic motion. William Beebe's
curiosity about the natural world was insatiable,
and he did nothing by halves. As the first
biographer to see the letters and private
journals Beebe kept from 1887 until his death in
1962, science writer Carol Grant Gould brings
the life and times of this groundbreaking
scientist and explorer compellingly to light.
From the Galapagos Islands to the jungles of
British Guiana, from the Bronx Zoo to the deep
seas, Beebe's biography is a riveting adventure.
A best-selling author in his own time, Beebe was
a fearless explorer and thoughtful scientist who
put his life on the line in pursuit of knowledge.
The unique glimpses he provided into the
complex web of interactions that keeps the earth
alive and breathing have inspired generations of
conservationists and ecologists. This exciting
biography of a great naturalist brings William
Beebe at last to the recognition he deserves.
Railroad Trainmen's Journal - Daniel L. Cease
1899
The New England Pocket Songster - 1846
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